
WRITE AN ESSAY ABOUT WHAT OTHER LANGUAGES BESIDES THE

ENGLISH

When writing an essay in a foreign language, the student needs to show that they subject essays in English, but many
are specific to foreign language essays.

Being monolingual hinders communication to others who speak a different language while being bilingual can
create a bridge between nations, ethnicities, and cultures. The most recent thinking about the nature of
language suggests that language is first and foremost a representational system; a system which provides us
with the symbols we need to model for ourselves, to ourselves, inside our heads, the universe around us. At
home, school, and the community, people embrace the concept that any language, learn to any degree, used in
anyway is good proper language. Icelanders can still read similar stories written in the Old Norse ancestor of
their language 1, years ago, and yet, to the untrained eye, Beowulf might as well be in Turkish. Visualization
like this can really help you refine your writing skills. Try reading some five paragraph essays to develop a
picture of written English in your head. First, it analyzed the parts of speech of the words in every sentence of
every essay and the relationships between them. Here are several pervasive aspects of our folk model of
language. The ancient loan words from the German language are "bum, dunk, feldspar, quartz, hex, lager,
knackwurst, liverwurst, loafer, noodle, poodle, dachshund, pretzel, pinochle, pumpernickel, sauerkraut,
schnitzel, zwieback, beer stein, lederhosen, and dirndl. At the same time, though, the words we find in
different languages are as different as dog English ; perro Spanish ; anu Aymara ; kelb Arabic ; sobaka
Russian. The majority of conversations in English happen without a native speaker present; the rise of ELF
English as a Lingua Franca means that use of English internationally is increasingly about finding the most
expedient method of communication rather than any concern about linguistic showiness. We have used
language for thousands of years from the basic oral skills developed in our early days of humanity to the wide
and variant languages we use today. Because language evolves in response to culture, the full quality of its
meaning is derived from understanding the context in which it takes place. People from all over the world
travel great distances with their words. As you become older, you quickly realize that language comes with
much more than words. English started out as, essentially, a kind of German. So do people saddled with
learning it non-natively. This could be in many forms Talking face to face, reading each other body language
or simple by touch is a way to communicate with someone. Think of how French pedants today turn up their
noses at the flood of English words into their language. Hereinafter, both have played concrete role to initiate
that much borrowing of words. Still, I find this diagram, popular as it is, to be kind ofâ€¦ wrong. All normal
human children, everywhere, acquire the language of their social setting at about the same pace and in the
same way. Furthermore, language is often described as words used to communicate amongst others around
you. For one thing, the verb came first came first the verb. But no one has ever quantified richness or
abstractness in that sense who are the people of any level of development who evidence no abstract thought, or
even no ability to express it? Take a look at the image, and see if you can guess why I disagree with it. All
things considerated I believe that it is vey important to improve our English skills if we want to keep up with
the times. If not truly democratic, English is certainly more meritocratic than many other languages in the
world. However, language is much more than a communication system. If language worked like formal logic,
Spanish and Russian speakers would be suffering from a permament case of illogic. The diagram above sends
unhelpful messages to a lot of ESL students. This essay will explore the importance of language and literature
in a students learning and how they assist in enhancing their development. Thus the story of English, from
when it hit British shores 1, years ago to today, is that of a language becoming delightfully odd. People use
language for internal representation thinking and for external representation communicating. At least, not any
moreso than any other language.


